Anne-Marie: BREAKING NEWS THIS MORNING FROM UKRAINE WHERE RUSSIAN TROOPS HAVE CROSSED BORDER FROM THE EAST, FROM THE SOUTH AND FROM THE NORTH. THE INVASION THIS HOUR IS ON.

IN KYIV, A STATE OF EMERGENCY. PEOPLE BEING TOLD TO STAY HOME, BUT LONG LINES OF CARS CROWDING THE STREETS OUT OF THE CAPITAL AS PEOPLE ARE TRYING DESPERATELY TO GET OUT.

NOW NATO, THE EU AND G7 LEADERS ON ALERT MEETING THIS MORNING TO FIGURE OUT WHAT TO DO NEXT. CANADA'S PRIME MINISTER PROMISING SEVERE CONSEQUENCES. DETAILS JUST AHEAD.

AND IN WASHINGTON, U.S. PRESIDENT, JOE BIDEN WILL ADDRESS THE NATION LATER TODAY. ALREADY THE WHITE HOUSE SAYING HE AND THE PRESIDENT OF UKRAINE HAVE SPOKEN. BIDEN SAYING THE WORLD WILL HOLD RUSSIA ACCOUNTABLE. THIS IS A DEVELOPING STORY WE ARE FOLLOWING ALL MORNING LONG. STAY WITH US, "YOUR MORNING" STARTS RIGHT NOW.

[Theme: Dynamic Music]

Anne-Marie: THIS IS THE SCENE IN KYIV THIS MORNING IN UKRAINE WHERE WE JUST REPORTED THAT THE INVASION STARTED HOURS AGO. UKRAINIAN PARLIAMENTARIANS ARE MEETING AT THE MOMENT TRYING TO FIGURE OUT WHAT TO DO NEXT. MANY OF THEM SENDING REPORTS THIS MORNING OF VARIOUS EXPLOSIONS THROUGHOUT THEIR COUNTRY. WELCOME TO "YOUR MORNING." I'M ANNE-MARIE MEDIWAKE.

Lindsey: GOOD MORNING, I'M LINDSEY DELUCE. LET'S GET RIGHT INTO IT.
I'M GOING TO GET EVERYBODY CAUGHT UP ON WHAT HAPPENED WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING.
THE RUSSIAN INVASION OF UKRAINE HAPPENED RIGHT NOW. RUSSIAN FORCES INVASING FROM THE NORTH, THE SOUTH AND INCLUDING FROM NEIGHBOURING COUNTRY BELARUS.
>> Lindsey: THERE ARE REPORTS OF EXPLOSIONS IN A NUMBER OF CITIES, INCLUDING KYIV, KHARKIV AND ODESSA.
THIS VIDEO WAS TAKEN FROM A BORDER CROSSING AGENT. RUSSIA CLAIMING IT HAS ALREADY DAMAGED ALL OF UKRAINE'S AIR DEFENCES AND AIR BASIS. THE U.S. HAS SAID PUTIN IS ONLY USING THIS AS A PRETEXT FOR INVASION. PUTIN SAYING IF ANY OTHER COUNTRY ATTACKS, THE RESPONSE WILL BE INSTANT AND LEAD TO CONSEQUENCES YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN.
>> Lindsey: THAT'S THE SOUND IN MANY SPOTS THIS MORNING IN CITIES ACROSS UKRAINE. REPORTS OF MISSILE STRIKES AND AIR RAID SIRENS. RIGHT NOW, THERE ARE REPORTS OF AT LEAST 40 PEOPLE DEAD. RUSSIA IS TARGETING UKRAINIAN MILITARY FACILITIES IN KYIV, KHARKIV. WITNESSES SAY THERE WERE A SERIES OF EXPLOSIONS IN KYIV SHORTLY AFTER PUTIN MADE HIS ANNOUNCEMENT.
>> IN HIS ADDRESS TO HIS NATION THIS MORNING, UKRAINIAN PRESIDENT SAYS RUSSIA CARRIED OUT STRIKES ON MILITARY INFRASTRUCTURE AND BORDER GUARDS. UKRAINE HAS IMPOSED MARSHAL LAW ACROSS THE STATE. HE IS URGING UKRAINIANS TO STAY HOME AND NOT TO PANIC.
BUT THIS MORNING, IN KYIV, LOOK AT THE LONG LINES AND LOOK AT THE CARS THERE JUST JAMMING THE ROADS AND LEADING TO THE OUTSIDE OF THE CITY. PEOPLE HAVE RUSHED TO THE RAILWAY STATION. KYIV'S MAYOR IS TELLING PEOPLE TO STAY HOME UNLESS THEY ARE INVOLVED IN CRITICAL WORK. HE IS URGING PEOPLE TO PREPARE BAGS WITH NECESSITIES AND DOCUMENTS IN CASE THEY NEED TO LEAVE QUICKLY.

>> IN A STATEMENT, TRUDEAU SAYS THIS:

[Reading from Text on Screen]

>> Lindsey: THE U.S. IS EXPECTED TO ANNOUNCE ITS RESPONSE AT SOME POINT THIS MORNING.

IN A STATEMENT, BIDEN SAYS:

[Reading from Text on Screen]

>> Lindsey: THE WORLD WILL HOLD RUSSIA ACCOUNTABLE.

NOW SOME OF NATO'S EASTERN COUNTRIES HAVE TRIGGERED ARTICLE 4.
POLAND, ESTONIA, LATVIA, LITHUANIA HAVE TRIGGERED THE ARTICLE -- ACCORDING TO THE NATO WEBSITE, CONSULTATION UNDER ARTICLE 4 CAN LEAD TO COLLECTIVE ACTION AMONG THE 30 MEMBER STATE.

>> AND THE EUROPEAN UNION IS NOW PROMISING THE HARSHEST EVER SANCTIONS AGAINST RUSSIA.
EU PRESIDENT PROMISED TO "WEaken RUSSIA'S ECONOMIC BASE AND ITS CAPACITY TO MODERNIZE BY FREEZING ASSETS AND BLOCKING ACCESS TO EUROPEAN FINANCIAL MARKETS.

>> Lindsey: IN OTHER NEWS THIS MORNING, HERE AT HOME, THE EMERGENCIES ACT HAS NOW BEEN REVOKED.

>> Rt. Hon. Justin Trudeau: WE GOT A HIGH LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE THAT THE EXISTING TOOLS THAT
POLICE FORCES HAVE ACROSS THE COUNTRY WILL BE SUFFICIENT TO DEAL WITH FURTHER DISRUPTIONS.

>> Lindsey: PRIME MINISTER JUSTIN TRUDEAU SAYING "THE SITUATION IS NO LONGER AN EMERGENCY" ADDING WHILE THE IMMEDIATE EMERGENCY SITUATION IS OVER, THE ISSUE ITSELF "WON'T GO AWAY".

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS PASSED A MOTION MONDAY CONFIRMING THE TIME LIMITED EMERGENCY POWERS. THE ACT WAS SET TO EXPIRE IN 30 DAYS IF IT HAD NOT BEEN REVOKED. THERE YOU GO.

THAT IS THE LATEST. WE WILL CONTINUE TO FOLLOW THROUGHOUT THE MORNING.

>> Anne-Marie: LOTS OF DEVELOPING NEWS COMING FROM VARIOUS ANGLES.

>> Sonia: WE ARE GOING TO START THINGS OFF WITH A SUBMISSION FROM AUSTIN.
THIS WAS TAKEN IN NEW BRUNSWICK WHERE WE ARE FINALLY SEEING SOME CLEAR CONDITIONS.
GREAT NEWS FOR NEW BRUNSWICK AND PEI.
KEEP IN MIND, WE HAVE ANOTHER SYSTEM ON DECK THAT IS TRIGGERING SPECIAL WEATHER STATEMENTS FOR PARTS OF NOVA SCOTIA.
HERE IS A QUICK LOOK AT WHAT WE ARE DEALING WITH RIGHT NOW IN TERMS OF WINDCHILLS.
IT HAS STARTED TO EASE OFF FOR PARTS OF ALBERTA AND THE EXTREME COLD WARNINGS HAVE ENDED FOR ALBERTA.
BUT THEY ARE STILL IN PLACE FOR PARTS OF SASKATCHEWAN AND MAINLY THE EASTERN SECTIONS OF MANITOBA AND NORTHERN ONTARIO.
THAT ARCTIC RIDGE IS STARTING TO SHIFT OVER CENTRAL CANADA.
LOOK AT THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN YESTERDAY AND TODAY.
YESTERDAY, WE SAW MILD CONDITIONS AT ABOUT 6 TO 7º. AND NOW, THIS MORNING, IT FEELS LIKE -19 ALREADY. VERY DRAMATIC CHANGE FOR YOU FOLKS. NOW THE CLOUD COVER HAS MOVED OUT. TODAY THINGS WILL ACTUALLY CLEAR NICELY FOR YOU. HAVING SAID THAT, RIGHT ACROSS SOUTHERN SECTIONS AND THE WESTERN PARTS OF NOVA SCOTIA ARE UNDER A SPECIAL WEATHER STATEMENT. WE HAVE SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF SNOW ON THE WAY. STILL SEEING THE TAIL-END OF THIS SYSTEM LEAVING PARTS OF THE NORTHERN PENINSULA, UNDER BLIZZARD-LIKE CONDITIONS FOR TODAY. CLEAR CONDITIONS INTO THE AFTERNOON ONCE AGAIN. THAT WILL TAKE YOU INTO YOUR FRIDAY MORNING. HOWEVER, VERY QUICKLY, THIS SYSTEM MOVES IN AND BECAUSE SOME OF THE TEMPERATURES STILL BELOW THAT FREEZING MARK, WE ARE GOING TO SEE SOME HEAVY SNOW TAKING OVER PARTS OF NOVA SCOTIA’S HALF FIRST AND EVENTUALLY SPREADING THAT MOISTURE AND ALL OF THAT SNOW RIGHT ACROSS. AS YOU CAN SEE, NOVA SCOTIA, YOU ARE PRETTY MUCH THE ONLY ONE IN ITS PATH. NOT EVEN REALLY CLIPPING PARTS OF NEW BRUNSWICK AND PEI. EVEN IN THE NEWFOUNDLAND REGION. WE ARE ALSO UNDER A SPECIAL WEATHER STATEMENT. SPECIAL WEATHER TRAVEL ADVISORY THAT IS IN EFFECT FOR SOUTHERN ONTARIO. TODAY WE ARE LOOKING AT A FAIRLY CLEAR DAY. WE ARE STILL CONTENDING WITH SOME CLOUD COVER.
IT'S A MIX OF SUN AND CLOUD FOR THE MOST PART.
AS WE GET INTO THE LATE EVENING HOURS, THAT'S WHERE WE EXPECT THIS LOW PRESSURE SYSTEM TO SLIDE IN.
HERE IT COMES. AROUND 4:30.
GET INTO THE LATE EVENING HOURS, THIS IS WHEN THE SYSTEM REALLY MOVES IN, MOSTLY INTO THE OVERNIGHT AND EARLY FRIDAY MORNING.
WE ARE ALSO GOING TO SEE SOME STRONG WIND GUSTS FOR THIS. BLOWING SNOW ADVISORY IS IN EFFECT FOR SOUTHERN ONTARIO. THE GTA AND EVERYTHING SOUTH OF THAT WILL SEE THE HEAVIEST AMOUNT, 5 TO 10 CENTIMETRES.
BY TOMORROW MORNING, THE SYSTEM MOVES UP, UP TOWARD THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS AND THAT'S IT. JUST SOUTHERN ONTARIO AND EASTERN TOWNSHIPS.
BY FRIDAY AFTERNOON, WE SHOULD START TO SEE A CLEARING AND WE WILL CATCH UP WITH THE REST OF ONTARIO AND PARTS OF CENTRAL CANADA WITH CLEAR CONDITIONS. -40 TO -45 WINDCHILLS IN EFFECT.
ACROSS B.C.'S SOUTH COAST, WE HAVE A SPECIAL WEATHER STATEMENT IN PLACE.
HERE IS A LOOK AT YOUR LOCAL WEATHER CONDITIONS.

>> Anne-Marie: WE JUST WANT TO UPDATE YOU ON THE LATEST THAT IS HAPPENING THIS MORNING. RUSSIA HAS INVADED UKRAINE. THERE ARE REPORTS THIS MORNING OF MISSILE STRIKES.